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Abstract

Background: The HIV Prevention Self-Assessment Tools (PSATs) were developed by the Global Prevention Coalition as an easy-to-use tool for country-led review of national HIV prevention response against a global standardised set of programmatic components. As part of the South to South Learning Network (SSLN), country-level data on HIV prevention programmes for sex workers were collected by 10 African countries, using the PSAT to self-assess their HIV prevention progress.

Methods: Data were collected August 2020 to July 2021 from
participating countries. In each country, a technical team of 8-10 members completed the tool with support from the SSLN. The PSAT collects data for three programme domains: management, implementation and outcomes and sustainability, each of which comprises essential programme functions and elements. Once all elements are scored, the tool automatically calculates the final scores for each domain, on a scale of 1-5. Also, 15 interviews were conducted with 15 country leaders to understand the ease and usefulness of the PSAT process.

**Results:** The overall PSAT scores ranged between 4.1 (Kenya) to 2.3 in Zambia. Of the three domains, Programme Management achieved the highest scores, with four countries (Kenya, Ghana, Zimbabwe, and South Africa) scoring more than four. High scores were seen in the Programme Implementation domain as well; five countries (Zimbabwe, South Africa, Mozambique, Malawi and Uganda) scored between 3 to 4. For Programme Outcomes and Sustainability, other than Kenya, which did not score the outcomes, all countries scored poorly with scores ranging between 3.8 to 1.5. Comparing PSAT scores with UNAIDS suggested epidemic metrics have shown that countries with the highest PSAT scores also have high condom use rates and significant reductions in HIV incidence from 2010 to 2019.

**Conclusions:** This exercise has helped country’s leadership to self-reflect on their HIV prevention programmes, increase ownership and identify areas that need strengthening.
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Introduction
The 2016 United Nations Political Declaration on HIV and AIDS proposed a fast-track strategy to end the AIDS epidemic by 2030. UN Member States committed to a 75% reduction in the number of new HIV diagnoses by 2020 compared to 2010, by reducing the annual number of new HIV diagnoses to 500,000 by 2020. Despite significant scale-up of antiretroviral therapy (ART) and a substantial achievement towards reaching the global 90-90-90 targets, the rate of new HIV diagnoses stayed higher than what was desired to successfully reach these prevention targets. The United Nations 2021 Political Declaration on HIV and AIDS further reiterated the global commitment to end all inequalities faced by people living with, vulnerable to and affected by HIV. The declaration also recognised that key populations are more likely to be exposed to HIV or are living with HIV and provided cross-cutting commitments and targets based on strategic priorities of the Global AIDS Strategy 2021–2026. To support global efforts by accelerating HIV prevention, the Global HIV Prevention Coalition (GPC) was formed, which was co-convened by UNAIDS and UNFPA. The GPC seeks to generate commitment, speed, investment and accountability across different stakeholders while systemising a technical support function to intensify progress on HIV prevention. Initially focusing on 25 countries with the highest numbers of new HIV diagnoses, the GPC expanded to 28 countries in 2021. The GPC endorsed a HIV Prevention 2020 Road Map to achieve the UN political declaration targets, rallying the scaling up of combination prevention programmes for key population groups. A South to South Learning Network (SSLN) was established in 2020 with the aim to support the GPC to focus on countries with the highest HIV rates in the global south and strengthen country HIV prevention programmes through shared learning and networking.

The HIV Prevention Self-Assessment Tools (PSATs) were developed by the GPC as an easy-to-use tool for country-led review of national HIV programmes against a global standardised set of programmatic components. The PSATs were developed through an iterative and collaborative process that involved an extensive literature review to identify guidance on best practices, key informant interviews with content experts, piloting of the tool with countries, and final verification with multiple key stakeholders. Separate PSATs were developed for each of the five thematic pillars of HIV prevention highlighted by the HIV Prevention 2020 Road Map. The SSLN countries used the PSATs as a first step to self-assess their progress on condom use and key population HIV prevention programming. This paper presents a comprehensive overview of the process and an analysis of the PSAT conducted for the sex worker (SW) programmes in 10 focused GPC countries in Africa.

Methods
As part of the SSLN, country-level data on HIV prevention programmes for sex workers were collected through the GPC’s SW-PSAT tool. There are PSATs focused on other key populations, however, the SSLN focused on sex workers in its first phase of operation. The PSAT is structured as a rubric that is used to score the three “domains” of the HIV prevention programme. The domains include Programme Management, Programme Implementation and Programme Outcomes and Sustainability, each of which comprises essential “functions” required for a successful HIV prevention programme. Each function is comprised of a set of “elements” i.e., activities and services provided by the programme. The PSAT provided country HIV prevention stakeholders with an opportunity for an in-depth discussion on their progress in each domain and reaching a consensus on a score that best reflects the country’s performance.

In addition to data collected through PSATs, in-depth interviews were conducted with key informants from SSLN member countries.

The SSLN is an initiative of the GPC that aims to support countries to strengthen their HIV prevention programmes through shared learning and networking. It was conceptualized to test the idea of using peer learning in a network structure to improve capacity building efforts for HIV prevention across 10 countries during its Phase I (March 2020 – February 2022), but now has scaled-up to implement this concept across 15 African countries in its second phase (March 2022 – February 2025).

Countries opt-into being part of the SSLN and nominate country champions who represent various HIV prevention stakeholders within the country to directly engage with the SSLN and represent their constituencies in the network. As a routine SSLN programme activity, countries complete a HIV PSAT to reflect and assess their Key Populations HIV prevention programme at a national-level. The PSATs were developed by UNAIDS and the process that was followed to complete the PSAT within the SSLN is a process that is recommended by UNAIDS, who are also the co-chairs of the SSLN advisory board. The PSATs are widely shared on the UNAIDS website.

PSATs are meant for country-led review of national programmes in each of the five thematic pillars of HIV prevention and provide a comprehensive overview on the status and quality of programming and implementation in a thematic area. It is expected that such country-led reviews will be done on a regular basis to routinely monitor the prevention programmes. Seeing that the PSAT completion process is not based on any personal data and is a self-assessment of a national programme not requiring any primary data collection, ethical approval was not obtained. Completing the PSAT is a routine programme activity that countries who have opted into the SSLN complete upon joining the programme. The data in this manuscript are from a reflection exercise countries have done of their HIV prevention programme and does not represent any individuals but is seen and analysed at a national level.

Similarly, the key informant interviews that were conducted were part of a routine monitoring and evaluation activity of
the SSLN programme to assess the programme’s ability to meet country needs and gauge the experience of countries within the network. We aim to conduct these interviews annually throughout the duration of the programme to remain responsive and adapt to the evolving country needs. Participation in the interview was voluntary. Country champions were contacted via email and were invited to participate in a virtual interview. Any country champion in the network was eligible to participate after confirming their participation via email. An interview guide was developed and used for all interviews. Data were anonymous and de-identified. Ethical approval was not obtained in this case as the country champions reflected on the SSLN programme and their country HIV prevention programmes and personal information was not collected.

Data collection process
Data were collected between August 2020 and July 2021 from participating countries including Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

The countries who agreed to be part of the SSLN were requested to nominate country champions representing different constituencies including the National AIDS Commission/Council, Ministry of Health, UNAIDS, UNFPA, civil society organisations implementing SW prevention programmes and key population-led networks and organisations. The country champions were oriented on the goals and objectives of the network. After the inception meeting, the SSLN implementation team conducted a PSAT orientation meeting with the country champions in each country. During this meeting, country champions were introduced to the PSAT’s purpose and use, and were provided with an opportunity to choose the method of facilitation most suitable to their needs: either full facilitation led by the SSLN implementation team, essentially going through each domain and element on the PSAT with the country team; partial facilitation where the SSLN implementation team is present to support but the process and discussions are led by a country team leader; or thirdly, minimum facilitation, where the SSLN team merely provides the PSAT, is not present during the completion process and only provides support as needed. The process of facilitation was also discussed and an online meeting platform was organised to complete the PSAT. As these PSATs were done during the COVID-19 period, most meetings were conducted virtually. The SSLN implementation team designated one technical staff member for each country, who coordinated the country team to complete the PSAT. Country teams were encouraged to be honest about programme performance and discussed the SW programme achievements and failures candidly.

Scoring of the PSATs
As mentioned earlier, the PSAT scores are based on the three “domains” i.e., Programme Management, Programme Implementation and Programme Outcomes and Sustainability. The domains include essential “functions” each of which comprises a set of “elements” i.e., activities and services provided by the programme. The tool has been coded to self-assign scores to each element based on the response entered. The team had a detailed discussion on the various activities and services provided by the programme to SWs and selected a response for that specific element. The response was selected within three possible categories i.e., absent, present but not optimal or present and working well. Based on the response category selected, each element was automatically assigned a score between 0 to 5 (zero being assigned if that element doesn’t exist). The scores for all elements were rolled up to calculate average scores for each of the programme domain functions i.e., Programme Management, Programme Implementation and Programme Outcomes and Sustainability. The final PSAT score was an average of all domain scores.

In each country, the champions team led the data collection process and completed the PSAT. In some countries, the champions engaged other stakeholders in the country in the process. The process was consultative and most importantly the teams were able to identify various barriers that needed to be overcome and discussed ways to support the programme in overcoming the identified barriers. Where country teams were unsure about the definition of a certain element or select which criterion applied to the country scenario, the SSLN implementation team facilitator provided clarity. The use of the comment section in the Tool was highly encouraged to provide more clarity and further context to the scores that were provided. Teams were provided flexibility in completing the PSAT tools either through a specifically designed Google Sheet version or an Excel sheet version depending on their preference and method of completion. All countries preferred completing the Excel sheet version, which was facilitated by SSLN technical team members.

The time taken to complete the SW PSAT tool varied for each country, with a median time of six hours (the maximum time taken was 24 working hours). Most countries met at least twice to complete the tool, while two countries took four meetings and one country (Mozambique) took more than four meetings to complete the data collection process. Once completed, the SW PSAT was shared with the country’s National Technical Working Group (TWG) to provide holistic input and validate the scores, gaps and next steps provided by the smaller group. Once approved by the TWG, the completed PSAT was submitted to the SSLN. The SSLN implementation team analysed the PSAT scores and developed summary briefs for each PSAT for the countries and shared this summary with the countries. The summary briefs also included actionable next steps for all elements that scored low. Once approved, the results were uploaded onto an online country portal and dashboard where countries could view and share the outcome with other members.

Qualitative interviews
In addition, a total number of 15 in-depth interviews were conducted with 15 country champions (country leaders of the SSLN network) representing eight countries including Kenya,
South Africa, Uganda, Mozambique, Tanzania, Ghana, Nigeria and Zimbabwe. Purposeful sampling was used to identify key informants who have in-depth knowledge and experience with the SSLN and a semi-structured interview guide was used to interview the key informants. Each interview lasted for approximately 60 minutes. The interviews were conducted virtually by SSLN team members, which were later transcribed and consolidated onto an Excel sheet where thematic content analysis was done and developed a codebook. From this codebook, two major themes emerged, i) country’s engagement and involvement in the network and ii) relevance of the network to countries.

Additional analysis
We further extended our analysis to plot the PSAT scores against two sets of indicators. The first set of indicators is the UNAIDS-suggested “HIV epidemic metrics” including “percentage reductions in new HIV infections” and the “incidence-prevalence ratio”\(^1\). The other set of indicators comprises of outcomes used by GPC to assess the functionality of sex worker programmes\(^1\). These assessments can be seen on the GPC scorecards for each participating country. These included “the proportion of SWs who reported condom use at last paid sex (reported by SWs)” and “the proportion of SWs who utilised at least two prevention services in the last 6 months”.

Results
In total, 10 PSATs were included in the analysis and Figure 1 shows self-rated country PSAT scores along with domain scores, out of a possible score of five\(^1^2,\(^1^3\). The bars represent the total PSAT country score, while each coloured dot represents the various domain functions i.e., Programme Management, Programme Implementation and Programme Outcomes and Sustainability. The PSAT scores ranged from the highest score of 4.1 (Kenya) to the lowest score of 2.3 in Zambia. Five of the selected countries (Kenya, Ghana, Zimbabwe, South Africa and Mozambique) scored above 3, while the remaining five scored below 3. Of the three domains, Programme Management achieved the highest scores, with four countries (Kenya, Ghana, Zimbabwe, and South Africa) scoring more than 4. Kenya and Ghana had a high score in Programme Implementation as well, while five countries (Zimbabwe, South Africa, Mozambique, Malawi and Uganda) scored between 3 to 4. Tanzania, Nigeria and Zambia scored below 3. All countries except Kenya scored fairly poorly in the third domain of Programme Outcomes and Sustainability. It should be noted that within this domain, Kenya scored themselves only on the sustainability elements. As such their domain score is not directly comparable to other countries. The scores ranged between 3.8 in Kenya to 1.5 in Zambia, with nine out of the 10 countries scoring below 3.

As mentioned, each “function” is made up of a set of “elements” i.e., activities and services provided by the programme. Figure 2 presents details on each of the programme elements scored between 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest score. Within the domain of Programme Management, all countries indicated having strong elements of leadership and coordination of their SW programmes. High levels of accountability and national KP strategies and policies were reported by most countries while costing and financial planning were unanimously reported as a challenge. Within Programme Implementation, various sub-domains made up the domain scores. For most countries, behavioural interventions were reported to have performed well, and the availability of a comprehensive clinical service package including HIV testing, treatment, counselling and support.

![Figure 1. Self-rated PSAT scores for sex worker programmes in selected countries in Africa. PSAT, Prevention Self-Assessment Tools.](image-url)
Programme linkages with a hepatitis programme, substance use disorder services and mental health services were components most commonly lacking. The domain scored low in elements of structural interventions i.e., support for enabling and supportive environment, violence, stigma and discrimination etc. The Programme Outcomes and the Sustainability domain, on average, scored lower than the Programme Management and Programme Implementation domains in all countries other than Kenya, which did not provide complete scores in this section. These lower scores can be attributed to countries not having a sustainability plan and transition roadmap in place and some of the elements not being monitored such as hepatitis B (HBV) and C (HCV) testing, the proportion of people with concomitant HIV and HBV receiving combined treatment, and the proportion of people with concomitant HIV and HCV starting HCV treatment.

Figures 3a and 3b below show Quadrant plots for PSAT scores with the percentage of SWs who used at least two HIV prevention interventions in the last two months and the percentage of SWs who reported the use of a condom with their most recent client. Our analysis shows that countries with the highest PSAT scores such as Kenya, Zimbabwe, and South Africa showed the highest reduction in HIV incidence from 2010 to 2019. All three countries also showed a lower Incidence Prevalence Ratio (IPRs) in 2019. Ghana however is one of the exceptions, that despite having a high PSAT score, apparently does not have good epidemic control shown by a poor IPR and a smaller reduction in HIV incidence.

Results of qualitative interviews with country champions were analysed in two thematic areas. Within the thematic area of “engagement and involvement in the SSLN activities and completing PSAT” respondents reflected on how useful the PSATs have been in better understanding their country programmes and having good oversight of their progress. Although the exercise was considered time-consuming and rigorous, the benefits of having done the PSAT outweighed the time cost of completing it.

“The most important success is to be able to examine ourselves as a country and looking at the situation of our HIV response as a team in an easy way. I call that a success because I was able to see … “ohh, this is how we are doing it and this is what is lacking”. So in reality it is assessing ourselves; you are not judged by anyone, you are judging yourself” (Key informant - Tanzania).

Within the thematic area of “relevance of the SSLN activities” respondents reported an increased awareness of in-country
and peer programmes as the PSAT provided an opportunity to have a better overview of their progress and challenges and also to learn from peer countries. Countries reflected that they were able to better identify the gaps in their programme through the self-reflection process of completing the PSAT and by learning and hearing about how other countries are implementing their programmes. By identifying these gaps, they were able to set priorities and better manage their programmes going forward. However, to further ensure that the learning activities are relevant, it was advised by countries that the SSLN considers how the learnings can be actioned and applied after the learning events occur.

“We can’t over-emphasise the relevance of this in our country’s context. Very eye-opening. Er, the PSAT gave us a kind of contextual view of, not just our KP, but as well HIV prevention, situation, and background priority-setting. So, first, as a programme manager of the county where I work, it gives me a lot of advantages to viewing the HIV response in totality. It kind of lifts me above, and look at HIV response with a different understanding” (Key informant - Kenya).

The key informants also recommended that the SSLN should a) provide the options for countries to opt-in to other key and behaviourally vulnerable population groups as countries highlighted a desire and need to complete PSATs for other key and behaviourally vulnerable groups i.e., adolescent girls and young women, people who inject drugs, transgender people and persons in prison and b) align the completion of PSATs with planning for new National Strategic Plans, Global Fund applications, annual performance/work plans or mid-term reviews for the greatest value.

Discussion
For an effective HIV prevention response, service delivery programmes need to be regularly assessed and evaluated to track the progress of the response. While several guidelines and evaluation tools already exist, PSAT provides an excellent opportunity for programme planners and implementors to self-assess the alignment and consistency of the programme with global guidance. The PSAT also helps the countries to identify their needs and strengths towards achieving global programme indicators and targets. As part of the SSLN, these countries...
became the first in the world to use the PSATs. Results of our study have shown that the tool is an easy-to-use method for countries to assess and monitor their progress toward comprehensive prevention programming and assists in identifying programme areas that need attention. It brought together all relevant stakeholders and quickly produced a snapshot of the SW programme at a national level while allowing for comparisons between programme elements and countries.

This study identified some of the key programmatic gaps and areas of concern among SW programmes. This is consistent with UNAIDS and GPC’s previous assessments that prevention services are not being provided on an adequate scale, with sufficient intensity, nor reaching those most in need. While we were able to highlight a few country-specific prevention issues, several key challenges were identified unanimously across most countries. Although most countries have population size estimates available, these estimates may be lower than the actual population size, especially in countries where sex work is still criminalised by the State or where there are very high levels of stigma and discrimination against SW. For HIV prevention efforts to have an impact, increased emphasis on robust programme management systems, evidence-driven programme design and implementation, strategic and iterative programme monitoring, and rigorous evaluation of outcomes are required. Combinations of community-led behavioural and biomedical interventions can significantly reduce HIV transmission amongst SW, but this requires an enabling and supportive environment. Our analysis has shown that countries with higher PSAT scores e.g., Kenya, South Africa, Ghana and Zimbabwe not only have programmes based on a comprehensive “combination prevention approach” but have also included various active outreach, engagement and mobilisation practices of SWs as an integral part of the programme to reduce vulnerability. On the other hand, various structural barriers including violence, stigma and discrimination, which can discourage SW from accessing services whilst also holding back improvements to service coverage and quality were noticed by most countries. Likewise, prevention, screening and treatment of viral hepatitis, as well as issues of substance use and mental health are components lacking in most programmes. Programmes need to focus on the integration of the HIV prevention programme services with other health services, which tends to improve service uptake and programme outcomes significantly.

Generally, while most countries scored satisfactorily within the domains of Programme Management and Programme Implementation, the scores within the domain of Programme Outcomes and Sustainability were poor, highlighting that although there are good strategies, plans and programmes, several of these programmes are not implemented on a scale large enough to significantly impact the outcomes. This also highlights significant challenges faced by nearly all countries in collecting programme outcome-related quality data regularly, using it for decision-making, routinely monitoring programme coverage and conducting data quality assessments. These gaps in both the availability as well as the use of key populations data to inform HIV prevention and treatment programmes have already been highlighted by previous research. We also have noticed that most countries do not have a clear understanding of key indicators to measure the SW programme, and lack the technical capacity to estimate population size, report routinely, and the use of data for decision-making. These are critical areas for strengthening as countries attempt to scale up SW programmes.

Finally, the comparison of PSAT scores with UNAIDS suggested epidemic metrics and programme outcome indicators showed interesting results. We noticed a strong alignment between overall PSAT scores and epidemic metrics and programme outcomes in a few countries such as Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe, which reassured the notion that PSATs can be reliable tools for self-evaluating programmes. Countries such as Mozambique and Ghana, that showed a disconnect of PSAT scores with outcomes in the quadrant plots, might be indicative of the constraints and challenges experienced with leadership, management and coordination although the PSAT has scored high.

A few limitations of the approach need to be mentioned. Since this is a self-assessment tool and is based on countries’ own perceptions of their programmes, the potential of overrating or underrating the PSATs cannot be overruled. It is therefore important to obtain stakeholder consensus through a Technical Working Group or broader stakeholders’ in-country review of the tool, to minimise this limitation. Furthermore, since this is an extremely comprehensive tool, its completion is a lengthy and time-consuming process and countries might find it challenging to repeat the process to track programmes’ progress regularly. Despite these limitations, all countries who participated in this study vetted the process and found it very useful to understand the larger HIV prevention landscape of their SW programmes.

To conclude, undertaking this exercise provided the countries with a chance to self-reflect on their programmes, and increased their level of ownership and confidence in those programmes. It allowed a holistic self-reflection of HIV prevention programmes not often found in traditional HIV prevention programme management, which can often be driven by results and donor requirements. We highly recommend that countries should use the PSATs to assess their prevention programmes to identify programmatic and knowledge gaps and strategize their response based on these assessments. When paired with thoughtful facilitation and peer learning, PSATs can unlock powerful new programmatic insights and have the potential to make HIV prevention programmes more responsive and community-focused.

Data availability
Underlying data
Data are available on the South-South Learning Network cross-country portal: https://sites.google.com/genesis-analytics.com/cross-countryresults/psat-results?authuser=0.
The PSAT tool can be found here: https://hivpreventioncoalition.unaids.org/resource/hiv-prevention-self-assessment-tool-psat/.


This project contains the following underlying data:
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- Codebook_Key Informant Interviews_22.6.21.docx

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Zero By Attribution 4.0 International data waiver (CC BY 4.0 Public domain dedication).

Figshare: Data from Using the HIV Prevention Self-Assessment Tools (PSAT) to assess and monitor Sex Workers HIV programmes in selected countries in Africa. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21713951.

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Zero By Attribution 4.0 International data waiver (CC BY 4.0 Public domain dedication).
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